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Middle East crisis addressed at forums

By Jennifer L. Murawski

said. "The problem is, there is no clear
and explicit policy in the Persian Gulf,
Two open forums held last Tuesday
just many instruments of policy."
addressed the political, economic, and
Like Balaam earlier, Amen was
personal implications of Iraq's August 2
uncertain about the "correct" motivating
invasion of Kuwait.
factors for American intervention. He
Politics professor David Balaam and
outlined three plausible goals for the
Kuwaiti student Bader Al-Qabandi
U.S., carefully sceptical of their
moderated the noon question and answer
legitimacy.
forum. There, Balaam defined the :ey
Are we there to "protect our friends and
issue as a question of motivation. He
interests in the Persian Gulf," to "restore
explained that the west must choose
the status quo," or to "alter the Iraqi
between reestablishing the status quo by
Status quo?" Amen asked.
returning Kuwait's government to power,
Though he found justification for
or using force to overthrow Hussein.
using either of the first two statements as
Balaam, though he did not speculate as
reasonable goals, he was more critical of
to the choice the American government
the last one, questioning the extent of
would ultimately make, is convinced that
our right to interfere.
regardless of motive, military combat is
Similarly, Grunbcrg examined the
inevitable.
issue of motivation. "The gulf states are
"I thought we'd be at war two weeks
clients and creditors and need to be
ago," he said, but then questioned the
protected," he said.
status of that sure involvement.
But comparing this incident with
"Are we mercenaries? Is America just
others before it, he noted a decisive
fighting someone else's war?
difference. "For the first time since the
Conservatives say 'don't take any other
cold war began, there are no good guys,"
money, it makes us look weak," he said.
- he said. The situation involves a "global
The discussion, directed more by
bully and a regional bully."
CD
audience inquiry than either moderator,
Rocchi, as well, searched for the root
moved to the viability of Arab unity.
of U.S. involvement. Historically, he
"The problem with Arab unity is that I Moderators David Balaam and Bader Al-Qabandi discuss motivation in Kuwait.
noted, referring to the Iran-Iraq war, "we
want my country back and I want my
turn a blind eye as long as the war is
ruler back," said Al-Qabandi. "In any conspiracy, but it serves to focus interest
fought by proxy and for a profit."
as many questions as it answered. But the
third world country, no matter what we there, and away from domestic
year's first Political Economy
Quoting Professor Harmon Zeigler,
find, it's going to be undemocratic. Arab problems."
Roundtable which followed a few hours
Rocchi asked, "If Kuwait's main exports
unity will never be achieved unless all
Ironically, perhaps, Al-Qabandi who
were figs, would we invade?" His
later picked up the same Middle East
agree to democracy -- which will never graduated from Puget Sound last summer
response is "No."
Policy theme and tied up some dangling
happen."
and is now stuck in the U. S., jobless
ends.
Perhaps, Rocchi continued, one reason
Balaam observed that the lack of and country-less, was encouraged by
More formal than the first forum, this
that U.S. involvement has such pure
cohesive rule poses a real risk for foreign American movements, regardless of the
one was presented in debate form.
economic, as opposed to moral or social
governments. The Arab world is "not motivation for their involvement.
Professors Tim Amen, Leon Grunberg,
motivation, is because we as Americans
only anti-U.S., but also anti-anyone else
"The government of the U.S. and the
and Michel Rocchi each gave ten minute
have little sympathy with the Arab world
in their country," he said.
people of the U.S., they are doing a lot,"
presentations before taking questions
as we perceive it.
Despite his many bleak predictions, he said. "I didn't expect that. It's not your
from the audience of forty.
"All of the well established poets,
Balaam did find some positive aspects to problem, but you're sharing in it -- that's
Amen examined the implications of
artists, writers [from the Middle East] are
U.S. involvement in Kuwait -- from the human rights. The Americans have their
American involvement in Kuwait.
ignored," he said. Our image of that
point of view of the Bush administration. interests, but a lot of people gave their
"U.S. policy is driven by the desire to
world is one of "violence, sensuality,
"We are focused to the Middle East," sport for the people [of Kuwait]."
make a statement about what the role of
polygamy, and irrationality. No wonder
he said. "I don't want to say it's a
The fifty-minute forum, finally, raised
the U.S. is in the post cold war state," he
we lack sympathy for them."
Editor

IASUP S i g n o re s constitution
By Stephanie Dorsey
AS UPS Reporter

On September 12, 1990 the ASUPS
Senate voted to ignore article VI of its
new constitution.
Senate elections have been delayed by
two weeks, in violation of the
constitution which states that elections
for freshman senators must be held
within the first month of school.
"It is a given that there is an interim
period where the constitution is null,"
said Senator Nathan Board. "It is just
normal practice." However, a provision
to this effect was not included in the
constitution passed last February.
Under that document, two weeks are
required between the filing date and the
actual elections. In order to fulfill the
requirements of the constitution, the

filing period to run for office should have
been the first week of school.
The delay was due to confusion within
the election committee. Returning
members were unprepared to meet the
timeline that would have put elections on
Oct. 2.
In order to hold elections under the new
system, with students voting only for
their representatives, those running it are,
as John Otter, ASUPS Vice President,
pointed out, "faced with a lot of things
that we're unsure about."
The changes to the constitution are
meant to provide a more representative
senate by alotting two senators to each
living group: residence halls, campus
owned, off campus, and greek, and one
senator to each class. There will also be
four senators elected at large.

Despite their initial confusion, the
election committee is organized under the
leadership of committee chair, Roger
Woods.
In Woods' presentation to the Senate
he outlined the committee's decisions and
plans, including the distribution of votes
of confidence.
Under the new rules, thirty constituent
signatures must be collected by each
can idate, with no more than five from
any one dwelling. The only exceptions to
this are the senators at large, who will be
required to collect fifty signatures.
The election committee will be
looking for responsible, intelligent
students to staff the polling booths, a
procedure which is expected to be more
difficult than in the past.
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News Analysis (continued)

The Middle East as we know it today
did not take shape until the end of World
War I when the oppresive Ottoman
Empire was defeated by the Allied forces.
In 1922, the areas of the Middle East
that were under the dominion of the
Turks were divided up unilaterally (for
the most part) by a British High
Commissioner named Sir Percy Cox.
It was at this time that the modern day
borders of the countries in the Middle
East were established.
One such invention was Iraq: a land
that included not only dry, desert
wastelands, but also fertile, swampy
valleys fed by the ancient waters of the
Tigris and Euphrates.
Iraq was an amalgamation of three
totally distinct Turkish provincesKurdish dominated Mosul, Sunni
Moslem Baghdad, and Shiite Moslem
Basra. It was an artificial state from the
beginning; created without any rational
thought with regards to the native people
of the region.
Even with these different factions all
under the same name, Iraq was the most
powerful of the newly created states in
the Middle East. The British, who were
fully aware of this potential threat, made
sure that Iraq did not have any major
outlets to the gulf.
They were,in theory, practicing a
primitive form of Gerrymandering.
Where does Kuwait fit in all of this?
Well, in a broad outline, Kuwait, which
is an Arabic diminutive of" fortress,' is
a country which traces its political
foundations all the way back to 1710. It
was in 1710 that the Al Sabah family,
descendants of a Bedouin clan, left their
homeland in the rugged interior and
settled on the relatively hospitable
coastal strip.
The first recorded act of government in
the name of Kuwait was in 1756, when
Shaikh Sabah I negotiated with the
Turkish government for Kuwaiti's
independence. It was from this time,
until the Uqair Conference, that Kuwait
was for all practical purposes its own
nation.
Even under Ottoman rule, the Sabah
family were recognized as the governors
of the region and allowed to remain in
power.
So as you can tell, Saddam Hussein's
decree that Kuwait is nothing more than
a product of Western colonialism is a
fabrication.
He also claims that Iraq has a
legitimate, historical claim to Kuwaiti's
land. This is also a fallacy. Kuwait has a

historical basis for their sovereignty. Iraq
does not.
Hussein has also stated that the Sabah
family is nothing more than a puppet of
Western interests. He demands that it was
because of the British that the Sabah
family is in power, and therefore,that
they do not reflect and support the ideals
of the Arabs. Again, he is way off base.
The Sabah family has ruled continuously
for over 200 years.
Why did Hussein attack Kuwait? Was
it because he believed that Iraq has some
sort of divine right to Kuwaiti's ports and
oil? Or was the Kuwaiti invasion only a
prelude of future acts of aggression by
the maniacal figure? I believe the latter
theory.
When a country wins a war, as Iraq
thinks it did with Iran, its sense of
militant machismo becomes distorted. It
believes that it can continue its winning
ways so it then looks to topple other
potential enemies.
In his glorified attempt for power and
money, Hussein saw Kuwait as the
perfect Poland in his replay of Hitlerian
blitzkrieg.
Hussein's rationale was to cede
Kuwaiti territory with Iraq and to then
eventually move on to the albatross of
the Middle East: Saudi Arabia.
But his plan backfired. Hussein
miscalculated Western reaction and he
must now face the fire he started. An
unrelentless strategist, Hussein has
continued his personal vigil regardless of
world reaction.
This is why the immediate action
taken by the United States ( and to a
lesser extent the international
community) was the only viable option.
President Bush not only saw his oil
supply threatened, he also recognized the
type of man that Hussein is, an
intelligent yet unpredictable character.
And the longer the gulf crisis is
prolonged, the greater the chance that
Hussein's unpredictability will result in
some sort of military confrontation.
A U.S. military confrontation with
Iraq is almost a given. Hussein will not
give up Iraq and the United States will
not let him have it.
A clash between the two gladiators
will not be a' holy war' as Hussien puts
it. It will be a war based not only on the
principles of economics, but also a war
based on the ethical principle that a man
like Hussein cannot act in such a barbaric
fashion in this post-war era.
Hussein has alienated himself from
anyone who backed him at the outset.

His " detainees' became hostages. His
motives for the attack became more and
more blurred. And most atrociously,
reports of rape, pillage, murder, and
torture of those opposed to the Iraqi
invasion were broadcast to all the world.
The humanitarian principle is more and
more becoming the impetus that drives
the opposition forces.With each passing
day, dialogue between the adversaries
becomes more and more belligerent.
Two inharmonious entities encapsulated
in a limited environment are going to
collide. Something is going to have to
give.
That is why military intervention, I'm
afraid, is the only way that Hussein is
going to leave. I don't believe that we
have the patience to let an economic
embargo take its toll.
America is a quick-fix society. And the
longer U.S. troops remain in the Middle
East, the less support that Bush is going
to have from the public.
The only thing that can alleviate U.S.
(and U.N. ) intervention is if Iraq topples
from within. But I believe Hussein is too
smart to let that happen. He will do
something or invent something to rally
his people into an unwinnable " holy
war" with the opposition.
Either way, this debacle has gone on
too long and it has cost way too much
money for nothing to happen. Hussein
has gone too far. A military clash is
inevitable. The only question that
remains is on what magnitude the
violence will take place.

RHA holds
elections
By Stephanie Schleicher
Staff Writer

Elections for the Residence Hall
Association officers took place last week,
marking the beginning of a new year for
RHA.
In each hall the positions of president,
vice president, secretary, treasurer,
publicity chair, academic chair, sports
chair, and social chair were up for grabs.
RHA, considered in the past to be
somewhat ineffective, seems to have
attracted a number of enthusiastic
students this year. Rob Pierson, an RHA
athisor in AlL, believes that, at least in
his hall, the newly elected students are
more serious and assertive than in
pre. .ius years. He also maintained that
they seemed to work well together and
are very hall oriented.
The group's future is looking bright.
As they gain more respect their voice in
campus affairs increases. "We are still
growing" says Erik Konzelman, acting
RHA chair. RHA is sponsoring many
programs such as Homecoming, Spring
Weekend, and Around the World.
Each residence hall also has its own set
of events. Danielle Lucas,the new
president in A/L, would like to set up a
Monday night football viewing and
organized study breaks. Her goal is to
bring unity to the her hall and create a
good living environment.
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New

The profiles that
follow here and on page 5 offer an
introduction to three new or visiting
professors on campus.

"

Since being here, Bristow states, "My t
first impressions of the university have
I:
held true. I've also found the school to
be very supportive of new faculty
members.'
This is Bristows first time living in
Tacoma; although, she had previously
visited other cities in Washington. She
has found Tacoma to be "quite livable."
She especially likes Tacoma's location in
relation to Seattle and has discovered the
city is a gateway to countless outdoor
reqeational facilities.
When Nancy is not in the classroom,

Everyone really
cares
about education
here'.
she enjoys participating in a variety of
activities. Her favorite ways to spend her
leisure time include: hiking, biking,
running, knitting, and playing with her
dog.
Bristow is looking forward to working
with Puget Sound students and has great
plans, to ço,ntinUe teaching in this
school's tradition of personalized
education.

NOW TO IMPROVE
YOUR SCOAES 7 8111
SPORTS INJURY EXAMS.

By Beau Hebert
Foreign Correspondent
V
We coagulated in the airport terminal, our
excitement savagely clenching every organ
in our bodies, making us filled, fleshy test
tubes of pitter patter chemicals. Aspaztic
festivity was palpable in the air, and we were
coated in it, from our cheek-tearing grins to
our anxious toes. September 1, 1990: we the
PacRimmers, thrust out on a Marco
~ Poli stic journey into the strange and
seeking
k-mystical lands of Asia
enlightenment,
experience
and
God
knows
C
what else.
Our 'fearless leader," David Satterwhite, bravely mounted one of those bolted-tothe-floor airport seats and began "taking care of last minute business." He was
conspicuously clad in a form-fitting baby blue suit--the kind any televangelist Qr
Jehovas Witness missionary would lust after. It commanded our unwavering
attention. "Small details," like the distribution of passports and boarding passes,
were handled with utmost alacrity by our business coordinator, Bob Jones. Our time
had arrived.
What ensued was an eleven hour metal tube gestation, 747 style. A good
screening for any claustrophobics in the group. We slept, ate, used the lavatory,
read, ate again, watched a movie, ate again, stretched and mingled,watched another
movie and indulged in a vast array of other airplane activities. you know it"s a long
flight when you've eaten three meals, watched two movies and read an entire book.
Our saving grace was the free drinks that Northwestern Airlines doled out.
Satterwhite aided and abetted our delinquency by assuring the stewardess that we
were all of drinking age. Many of us got toasted; others of us just a bit rosy.
We, the PacRimmers! In a tube, in the air, some tasted others just a bit rosy,
making our way to the courts of Kublai Kahn!
As we began our descent, joyous emotions defied the plane's descendo. The
realization of our imminent birth into South Korea was accompanied by the bilious
halitosis of a long journey. Last minute concerns arose, such as, "Can we drink the
water? Are we going to be the bloodied catalysts of a violent student riot? How do
you say 'gazuntite' in Korean?" But alas, there was no turning back, and we'd each
have to discover for ourselves the answers to these questions. The sight of land
inspired wafting, subdued clamor among the PacRim Group (wafting so as not to
disturb the other passengers). We prepared ourselves for Satterwhite's "important
landing announcements."
We touched down in Seoul at about 3:00 a.m. Washington time, or 9:00 p.m.
Korean time. Delirious with exhaustion, we stumbled through the airport, rollicking
over baggage, too tired to notice culture shock, too filmy from travel to feel the
weather. Our next stop: Chung-Ang University, for a month long immersion into
Korean culture, with classes focusing on Korean politics and the Korean war.
This is the first report,(in a series of reports), relaying, in sometimes brutal
vividness, the 1990 PacRim odyssey. We, the PacRimmers, are serving as
University of Puget Sound ambassadors to the Asiatic world, bonding the destiny of
American students with their Asian counterparts in a quest for mutual understanding
with an eye toward eventual peace on earth. Big ignitions are at hand. With that in
mind, read this column to keep aBreast of our adventures, write us letters, include us
in your prayers, send us money. The next report shall describe the ways of our days
at hung Ang University. Undoubtedly, it will be really neat.
; "I'm so pumped for Asia .. I'm even pumped for diarrhea."
--Eric Carison, PacRimmer
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By Kathleen Quinlan
Staff Writer
The University of Puget Sound is
happy to welcome new teacher, Nancy
Bristow, to the History Department. For
those of you that doi't have her as a
Post
professor, Bristow is teaching
1877 American History Survey" and
"History of the 1960's." The History of
the 1960's course has never been taught
at Puget Sound before. Bristow felt the
decade deserved a class of its own because
the era was so full of interesting events.
Bristow is originally from Portland,
Oregon. She attended Colorado College,
located in Colorado Springs, where she
majored in history. She then went to
graduate school at UC Berkley and
received a master's degree in History.
Before coming to Puget Sound,
Bristow taught at Wabash College, a
small liberal arts school in
Crawfordsville, Indiana. Wabash is an
all male college and Brisfow states.sbb is
happy to be back in coviront.
While on her interview last year,
Bristow saw Puget Sound for the first
time. "I was immediately impressed by
the serious attitude of the faculty and
staff regarding the importance of
education," Bristow stated. "Everyone
really cares about education here," she
continued. Bristow expressed that she
was equally impressed by the friendliness
She had.
of tç c
wand) .Qlflin tehing in assaIL
liberal arts college; Puget Sound appeared
to be the ideal school for her.
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By Erik A. Anderson
Contributing Editor
'Philosophy doesn't bake bread,'" says
Marilyn Pearsall, a newcomer to the
Puget Sound Philosophy Department.
"That's what they told me when I became
a major."
She speaks of her decision to become
the only undergraduate philosophy major
at Smith College, and later to get her
doctorate degree in philosophy from
Columbia University, with the assurance
of one who never doubted her ambitions.
"Philosophy's such a strange field.
People ask anybody that's in it why they
do it. It doesn't seem very vocational,"
she said.
But, she adds, "I never wanted to do
anything else."
Pearsall, a visiting professor at Pugct
Sound for this academic year, likes to
focus on what she calls the
"reinvigoration" of contemporary
philosophy.
"There's a tremendous future in
philosophy," she said. "It strikes me that
there has been a reinvigoration of the
field in the late eighties, in response to
the women's challenge. Certainly women
philosophers see themselves as
revisioning the canon, and assessing the
history of philosophy from a woman's
standpoint."

As an introduction to the feminist
movement in contemporary philosophy,
she is planning to teach a course next
spring entitled "Feminism and
Philosophy." One of the questions the
course will address is whether there are
really two different ways of thinking,
male and fciiale.
'It is a'
interesting question," she
said. "I'm certainly concerned with
exploring the possibilities and
implications" of there being male
thinking and female thinking.

'Philosophy
doesn't
bake
bread'
"But I don't like to think in terms of
male versus female. I'd like to move
away from discussing the issue in bipolar terms," she said.
Pearsall has been thinking about such
questions ever since she became involved

By Chris Perkins
Features Editor

We have what you
need to pass the hardest
college test of A.
The test has only one question:
How in the dickens are you
going to pay for it?
ColIee
is expensive. And for many the best answer to that
question
is a Student Loan from Washington Mutual
Savings
Bank.
So let us help. If you are trying
to get through college
or graduate school without a nch
uncle, the next best thing
can he the friend of the family.
Get an application from your school's financial aid office. Or call
us at (206) 461-3842. Collect, if it's a toll call.
if you don't come in and pick some up, the money is just going to
keep piling up around here.
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in the women's movement in the early
1970's. She absorbed much of her
interest in the movement from her
students, especially those she taught at
Speilman, a black woman's college.
Since then, she has been involved in
the effort to define feminist theory, aided
in the development of women's studies
courses, and authored two books on the
subject entitled Women and Values and
Women, Knowledge, and Reality. Most
recently she worked as a research
associate in the Women's Studies Project
at the University of California at
Berkeley.
In terms of philosophy and the
women's movement, she says that the
character of today's students gives her
reason to be optimistic about the
nineties.
"There seems to be a certain vitality
now. It's not a protest vitality, but an
openness to new ideas," she said. "For
example, men students are aware of
gender issues now, even if they don't take
part in women's studies.'-"
"Today's students are the heirs of the
awareness of the sixties," she continues.
"They are more savvy and self-aware and
are in the position of carrying through
the results of the sixties and seventies."
And she adds smiling, "I'm very
interested to see how they do it."

Another new face in the Philosophy
department is Assistant Professor John
Pepple.
He is a transplanted Minnesotan who
just recently came to the Pacific
Northwest. After only a few months here
in Tacoma, Pepple has formed a
favorable view of Tacoma and of Puget
Sound.
I really enjoy the, climateb re," stays:
Pepple. I am alsoithpressdwiTh
university. The grounds áie quite
remarkable. It represents a complete
change from my last residence which was
in Kansas."
Pepple's last residence was Lawrence,
Kansas. There he lived with his girlfriend
who is a Art History scholar and he also
worked on his first book.
The book, which is entitled From
Sophist to Sage; Parmenides in Plato's
thought,' discusses the philosophical
influence that Parmcnidcs thinking had
on Plato.
Even though Pepple teaches in the
philosophy department,, it was not his
first love. He worked for three years as a
systems programmer for a company
called NCR Comien, which is based in
Minneapolis.

,

He received his undergraduate degree in
Mathematics and he then went n 'to
PhilOsOphy
study
WiThan em ha1s'iW'
Greek mythology. He studied both
disciplines at the University of
Minnesota.

"

"

'Students must
start
thinking. of we
instead of

.,

'

'

..

I

'

Outside of the academic arena, Pepple
enjoys mystery novels, travel and most
noiably, soccer.
He urges all those who arc interested
in Philosophy to foflow their bliss."
Philosophy has a number of practical
applications," says Pepple. "We need
more people in the Humanities, in the
Physical Sciences. What we don't need is
more business majors. Studchts must
start thinking of 'we instead of' I

Quote of the Week
Education has to teach us not
only what we can know but
also what the limitations of
our knowledge arewhat we don't know.
Vartan Gregorian
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an appreciation
By Andy James
A&E Editor

Those who know anything at all about
Robert Johnson probably know only the
legends: they may know that he lived the
quintessential delta-bluesman life, that he
died young—at 27, poisoned by the
husband of a woman he was making
moves on, that he was reputed to have
sold his soul to the devil in return for his
talent. They may also know versions of
his songs: the Rolling Stones singing
"Love in Vain," Cream and "Crossroads."
But to those who have heard his
music, any of the above is superfluous,
at best ornamental to Johnson's true
legacy: 41 songs drenched in desolation,
horror, beauty, fragility, and a driving
passion that either animates the legends
or makes them seem paltry.
The release of "The Complete Robert
Johnson," a double-CD set which
encompasses, save one variant take on
"Preachin' Blues," every song Johnson
recorded, is an opportunity for Robert
Johnson, unrecognized in his short life,
to take the position he deserves: a master
touching everything that came after him.
The packaging is not perfect; some
L11eleascd takes are of poor quality (the
best take of any song is the first one
listed) and the lyrical transcriptions are
pedantic, recording every 'Whoo-hoo,"
which junks up the poetry. But it has
some of the greatest songs the blues, or

music at all, has known: "Come on in
My Kitchen," "Helihound on My Trail,"
"Kindhearted Woman Blues," "Terreplane
Blues," "Love in Vain," and others.
Robert Johnson was a thirties Delta
bluesman, which meant he played,
accompanied only by his acoustic guitar,
at "jook joints," rural bars and dance
halls. The blues was made for this
environment: dirty, driving, made to raise
sweat. But Johnson took this music and
transcended it: he used it as an expression
of personal rather than archetypal
torment, about the demons and
uncertanties that haunted him his whole
life.
The records themselves never left the
blues scene; they were "race records" and
were only sold to black audiences in the
South. But that, perhaps, is what lends
them so much of their power: he seems
to sing to no one, or, when he addresses
a woman or demon, his subject.
As a guitarist, Johnson influenced and
outstripped everyone after him; he plays
searing leads that knot and release with
possessive intensity even as he keeps the
rhythm clamped down. On, say '32-20
Blues" or "Preachin Blues," he sounds
like two guitarists or a whole band, even
as he sings with a voice that shouts and
whimpers with agonizing flexibility.
The technical gifts, though are
secondary to his talent for creating a
pervasive sense of doom. Johnson

1Big- Shoe
By Jennifer Shepard
Staff Writer
A Really Big Shoe,

written and
performed by Diana Marré, is a onewoman show which presents several
important women from Marrés life as
seen through her own eyes. These
women include Marré's mother, sister,
and great aunt; Marré unflinchingly
repeats their words. There is a lot of pain
in those words, but Marrd infuses the
show with the humor necessary to break
the tension, often in the form of musical
numbers such as "Killer Shoes."
The show begins with a feminist rap,
which is fun for the first verse or two but
drags after that. The first woman we are
introduced to is Elizabeth LeBrun, a
distant French relative of Marrd's. She
talks at great length about this relative,
who was an artist in France during the
time before the French Revolution, and
even reads aloud some sections out of
LeBrun's memoirs.
There must have been some point to
this discourse, but I do not know what it
was. This section could have been
improved and would have been more
interesting if the connection between it
and the rest of the show had been made
more clear.
The next woman "introduced" to the
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worked in a framework—in fact his
songs at first sound the same—but he
was not limited by that framework any
more than the Greek Tragedians were
limited by theirs. Within his limitations
he created an entire world, articulated
with a poetry both gentle and brutal:
When a woman gets in trouble
Everybody throws her down
Looking for her good friend
None can be found

Johnson expressed his vision with
such a singular power that he kept many
away from him; Muddy Waters, later
master of Chicago blues, only saw him
play once and left halfway through: 'that
was a dangerous man, he later said. And
he was dangerous; where most music
attempted to be exuberant, he occupied
the vaccuum where the American dream
collapsed in on itself.
Eric Clapton, in the CD's liner notes
writes of the music that "it was just too
deep for me able to deal with" at first.
But it was, for him and any who hears
him, too true too cast away; Robert
Johnson just cannot be ignored. He went
straight into the misery most men avoid
and came out the other side, dripping in
bitter glory.
Greil Marcus, in his beautiful essay on
Johnson in Mystery Train, said of
King of the Delta Blues Singers Vol. 1
that "there has not been a better album in
the history of the recording industry." In
adding 'Love in Vain," "Phonograph
Blues," and the rest of the tracks, "The
Complete Robert Johnson" may inherit
that claim comfortably.

flawed-triumph

audience is Marré's sister Jeannie.
Jeannie's monologue was one of the best
parts of the show; it was cohesive and
Marrd did not ramble. The transformation
of Jeannie from an air-brained blonde to a
somewhat self-aware woman was welldeveloped and believable. Marré
obviously understood her sister, and
portrayed her very well in this show.

Diana Marré in "A Really Big Shoe"

The third woman we meet is Marré's
mother. The mother had potential to be
the most interesting characLer of the
show, but, unfortunately, this potential

was not lived up to. The mother-character
swung from extremes, üorn very hardhitting to boring and rambling. The
potential for a truly wrenching mother
shows through as the mother lectures the
unseen Diana, finishing with the words
"they wouldn't love you if they were
your mother." It is a potent moment as
the awareness of the pain these words
caused sinks in.
Unfortunately, the rest of the mothermonologue does not live up to this
moment. She repeats herself frequently,
using one or two adjectives continually
to describe the same situation. Cutting
and reorganizing some of the material
would definitely strengthen this character.
The final woman we meet in Diana
Marrd's life is her Great Aunt Cecile.
Aunt Cecile is introduced as a woman of
great strenth, but we never get the chance
to know anything about her. The
monologue ends abruptly no more than
three minutes after it began, thanks to an
odd deus ex machina: someone in the
audience stood up, shouted something to
the effect of "Fuck this; I don't want to
hear any more of this," fired a blank gun
and ran off. Marré as Aunt Cecile fell
over "dead," and that was the end of the
monologue.
It was as if Marré wrote herself into a

corner and could think of no better way
to get out. There must, however, be a
better solution than this; Aunt Cecile is
given a long introduction and it would be
nice to have learned something about her.
This ending to the monologue can only
be called bewildering.
The ending to the show is equally
strange, but in an understandable way.
Around 100 pairs of heels are dumped on
Marrë's head as she holds a "shoe shield"
over her head. The "Heel Patrol" comes
Out to sweep them up, while Sandy dillin
urges everyone to dance to "Barefoot
Boogie" (this conveniently leaves the
audience standing as they applaud).
The show is a curious mixture of
music, slapstick comedy, and pain, a
mixture which, all in all, works
extremely well. Except for the problems
already discussed, it is impressive. It is
obvious Marré has taken a long look at
her life and is able to share some of the
pain she found there. That, in and of
itself, is an enormous accomplishment,
but to do this with humor and in the noholds-barred style displayed here is
amazing.
This is a show that must have took a
lot of guts on the part of the
performer/writer./director. It is well worth
seeing and difficult to forget.

.
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Cap'n Cyril's
by grampa

Whizbagcalkoon
ACROSS
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1. without color
5. to go speedily
7 paddle
9. gocd for digestion
mom
Prince song
,myself, and I
edible fowi viscera
18. Leonardo de Pisa
largest artery
shed skin
boy king
lymph
30. Ibe
round worm
case
a preposition
James Brown has lots of it
double helixed genetic material
blue cheese
unidentified flying object
estimated time of arrival
short rest
not very fat
portal
or
fort
52. mix-up
prevaricator
used in a sacrifice
ostrich-like bird
58. the Emerald City
60. cephalopod
64. reed instrument
66, metabolic stability
68. Star Wars

in a frenzied state
Equus
in a million
"Richard Diebenkorn: Graphics 198 11988," a retrospective, opens at the
Tacoma Art Museum and runs through
November 14. 272-4258

due to space limitations, last week's answers will appear next week.

fold-up bed
Iranian prophet
crippling disease
8. prepare to shoot
10. protect from decay
Salem's
emergency room
17, enjoy the taste
subject
land o' milk and honey
23. what an acorn becomes
Canadian capital
on the map
wood
place
patient
expeditions
34. wall

40.

57.

65.
67.

headquarters
extol
complete
wolf-like
sorrowful
less than
and flow
information
same as 29 across
idle about
cultural anthropology
diffusion of water
climb ciumsy
dental
-Haw
offer
harness

I

Tacoma Little Theatre presents Noel
Coward's Blithe Spirit. 8:00 p.m. 2722481

The Jacobsen Series: Violoncello Cordelia Mikarski-Wiedcl
Recital by Cordelia Wikarski-Miedel.
Jacobsen Recital Hall; 8:00 p.m. $6 Sep. 23-Sunday
general, $3 studen/senior
Tickets on sale for Coppelia, opening
ballet at Pacific Northwest Ballet. $11$17. 272-6817.
- The Camas Wind Quintet perform
pieces from Ravel, Gershwin, Mozart.
Sep. 26-Wednesday
Pacific Lutheran University's
Scandinavian Cultural Center. 8:00 p.m.
Wahsington State Arts Comission
535-7621
meets in Richland, 10:00 a.m.-2:00
p.m. 753-3860

Taught by

Master Instructor
5th Degree Black Belt
Sungdo Hong

UPS Student Special
752-7204
4413 6th Avenue
Tacoma, WA 98406
(Stevens St. arid 6th)

Sports
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Lutes give Loggers the axe

.0

0

$

Gary McCurty looks for daylight in the FLU defense

Jeff Chamberlin
Staff Writer.

For fifteen minutes and twenty-seven
seconds last Thursday night, Logger
football fans had a lot to smile about.
Puget Sound matched Pacific Lutheran
hit for hit through the entire first
quarter, and jumped Out to a 3-0 lead
behind the strong foot of freshman
kicker MaLt Campbell.
However, just 50 seconds later Logger
fans weren't-smiling anymore, and as
the players left the field 1 thaiftimé;
Puget Sound supporters were wiping
away the tears. The Lutes were well on
their way to a 42-10 victory, before a
Tacoma Dome crowd of 5,429.
The 13th ranked Lutes wasted no time
in overtaking the Loggers in the second
quarter. With only 1:12 gone, PLU
quarterback Eric Kurle had tossed a 9yard touchdown pass to Kevin Engman
in the Puget Sound endzone. They
would never relinquish their lead.
To add injury to insult,

sophomore sensation Gary McCurty,
wkrhad led the Logger offense with 78
:yards on only 16 carries in a quarter of
play1 turned an ankle with 13:26 left in
the first half. He would return only
briefly before taking off the shoulder
pads.
With their most dangerous
offensive weapon out of commission,
the Puget Sound running game stalled
and finished the game with only 98
total yards. The Lutes, however, were
successful on the ground, rushing for
235 yards on 47 'carries, including a 41
yard touchdown run by Mark Weekly
with 2:07 remaining in the second
quarter.
Just seven minutes prior to his run,
Weekly tossed a 9-yard touchdown
reception which capped off a disastrous
second quarter for the Loggers. As
Puget Sound left the field, they trailed
28-3.
The Logger defense was the first
to Score in the second half, when
defensive back Ryan Gray returned an

interception (his first of two on the day)
26 yards for a quick 6 points. Campbell
converted the extra point, and the PLU
lead was cut to 18 (28-10). The Lutes
refused to allow their lead to wither
away, however, and strong defense
combined with third and fourth quarter
touchdowns sealed the victory.
The Puget Sound defeat was not
devoid of bright spots, however. All-.
American linebacker Jeff Johnson led
the Logger defense with 19 tackles, and
Ryan Gray showed good hands in the
defensive backfield.
Johnson, although discouraged by
the inconsistency of the defense, was
optimistic. "We looked really good at
times," he said, "especially in the first
and third quarters. If we could just get
rid of the big play, we'd be sweet."
Offensively, McCurty, Campbell,
freshman quarterback Jason Olson (10
for 25, 70 yards), and receiver John
Batacan (5 grabs for 66 yards) showed
promise for the season. Logger coach

Ross Hjelseth said the game, despite the
disappointing outcome, was a valuable
experience for the players. "We'll learn
a lot from it," said Hjelseth, "and we'll
be a much improved team on Saturday."

Columbia Football Association
Standings
Mount Rainier League
Team
Division Overall
Pacific Lutheran
1-0
1-0
Whitworth
1-0
1-0
Central Washington 0-0
1-0
Linfield
0-0
1-0
Simon Fraser
1-1
0-0
Puget Sound
0-1
0-1
Western Washington 0-1
0-1

Mount Hood League
Team
Division Overall
Lewis and Clark
1-0
1-0
Willamette
1-0
1-0
Pacific
0-0
1-0
Southern Oregon
0-1
0-0
Oregon Tech
0-0
0-1
Eastern Oregon
0-1
0-1
Western Oregon
0-1
0-1

Logger upcoming sporting events
Football

Sept.22

-

Willameic University

HOME 1:30PM

Portland State University
Seattle Pacific University

AWAY 7:30PM
HOME 7:00PM

Women's Volleyball
Sept.21
Sept26

0

Men's Soccer
Sept. 21
Sept. 22

George Fox
Oregon State University

AWAY 4:00PM
AWAY 2:00PM

Western Washington University
Linfield

Away 12:00PM
HOME 1:00PM

Emerald City Invitational

U OF WASH.

Women' Soccer
Sept. 22
Sept. 23

Cross Country
Sept. 22

'I
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Men's Soccer at Puget Sound is

off to a good start

The Fall Sports season will finally be
in full swing as the men's amd women's
cross country team join the fun with the
Emerald City Invitational this Saturday.
The Logger women boast one of the top
teams in the District and will be
looking to improve on their fabulous
1989 season when they finished ninth at
the NAIA National Championship.
Returning for the Logger women
will be defending National Champion
Wanda Howlett and Anne Grande, the
third-place finisher in 1989. The
Loggers men's team is looking strong
in early-season workouts and will also
look to make the trip to the NAIA
National Meet. top returner Mark
Morris, a national event competitor is
back and fighting for the top spot on the
men's squad.

Women's Volleyball

This semester, take some electives
in communications.
60 minutes
of long distance.
For free.
Movies. Videos.
And more.
For less.
Just by choosingnyqi,,...,
dent Saver Plus program, youl.l
get up to 60 minutes of free
bng distance calls. You'll also
get afieewupon

Nj

Gabrielie Kivisler' Skidmore College. Class of 1991

for savings

It was not an easy climb to the top
but the Puget Sound volleyball team
was up to the task. The Lady Loggers
clawed its way back via the loser's
bracket to the championship game of
•j• the whitworth Invitational last week.
:. the Loggers did kise the championship
contest to Seattle Pacific 15-8, 15-6.
On Saturday the Loggers started the
day with a 15-13,15-13 loss to host
Whitworth College and began their
battle up through the loser's bracket.
The Loggers defeated Western Oregon,
Lewis-Clark Stated, Whitworth, and
Centr
,tojae . ti ?15v©lq rii
.- the Fa1cc*tsiofi&PU.oi
Jill Fox was selected on the AllTournament Team for her play and was
also named the University of Puget
Sound Athlete of the Week for her
performance at the Whitworth Tourney.

Men"s Soccer
You don't need
to wait till spring
to get a break.
With the AThT Reach
Out A,ner*a PIan,

youll get savings
24 hours a da 7 days
a week. Induding 25%
off our aheady low
evening prices.

Callfrom
anywhere to
:•

Well give you a
free A1&T Cailing Card,
even if you dont have a phone.
So youll be able to make a call
from almost any phone and
have it billed to you, wherever
you live.

To emoll in the AT&T Student
Saver Plus programs that are right
for you; atoget tdstwhé
in long disLaiceservicei call us
They just might be the most profitable electives you'll ever take.

Keep your
roommates
inline.
Well separate.
your long distance
calls from your roommates' calls with
A7&T Call Manager

And well do it for free.

1800654-0471 Ext. 1230

AIE Helping make
college life a little easier.

AT&T

The right choice.
• This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
Discnunt applies to out-of-state calls direct-dialed 5- 10pm, Sunday-lday.
© l95 AT&t

It might be too early in the year to
talk about great comebacks, but the
Logger rn-en's soccer team took a big
step' 'tóward ' h '-big r tnrnárdünd ' last- --- Friday. The Loggers downed Gônzaga
University by a 3-2 margin in
Northwest Collegiate Soccer Conference
action as Mark Berry, Brad Ward and Ian
Wells scored for the Loggers. Berry, a
freshman from Edmonds, Washington
scored at the 9:00 mark of the. contest
while Ward scored at 17:09 and Wells at
18:51. Ward is a product of Lakewood,
Colorado and Wells hails from Parker,
Colorado. The winning goal was Wells
at 18:51. Well has 4 goals and 2 assists
on the season at 10 points to lead the
Loggers.

WomnSi,éer ,A soccer team that has seen the world will be happy to see the sights of Baker
Stadium this week as they play their
first home contest of the 1990 season
after 7 games on the road. The Loggers
will host the Evergreen State College
on Wednesday in NAIA District 1 action
starting at 4:00. Coach Dana Hodak's
squad is 1-4-2 on the season and will be
looking to gain a critical District 1
victory. The Loggers are still searching
for a lineup that will produce more
goals. The Loggers had just a single
goal in the 4 game trip to The Far West
Classic. However, Coach Hodak knows
his young squad is still in the
developmental stage and expects to
battle for a spot in the NAIA playoffs.
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sked alway
studeLtts
by a higher inteffigence.
Until recently they were students on this campus.
Thenone day they were gone. Now they're at Microsoft
where some of the most exciting and challenging
questions related to personal computing are being asked
and answered. Got a questioning mind of your own? Our
Product Suppoit Services group might be the answer.
if youie akut5tq graduate,
our techiica1 support group is an
excellent place tomake your
mark. You'll work with some of
the best minds in the industiy,
fielding questions on a variety of
tèchnicãl subjects related to
Microsoft products.
If you're not about to
graduate, you could join our

technical support group as a co-op for an intense 9 month
learning experience. You'll provide critical technical
support for the world leader in microcomputer softwai
development.

Show your inteffigence.
Curiosity is the hallmark of
intelligence. To satisfy your
curiosity, plan on attending one of
our on-campus information
sessions for full-time and co-op
oppoilunities. We are an equal
opportunity employer and are
working toward a more culturally
diverse workplace.

MAiosoft®
Making it all make sense
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1: Staff Editorial
Senate ignores constitution
The ASUPS Senate voted to "ignore" article VI of the constitution in
order to delay senate elections by two weeks. We understand that their
intent wasn't malicious, nor were their methods underhanded. They
ignored the article only for the sake of logistics. But they ignored an
article of the constitution. A governing body cannot go around
disregarding the document to which it is supposedly bound--even if what
binds that government to its constitution is nothing more tangible than a
public trust. There exists no higher power on this campus likely to
censure the nate for taking this drastic action, (although it is possible
that the Honor Court might), other than the moral indignation of Puget
Sound students. And they do have just cause to be indignant. Who ever
heard of a credible government deciding to ignore its constitution for the
sake of its own lack of foresight?
Of course, the situation which prompted them to ignore article VI is not
entirely the fault of the present AS UPS senators. Last year's rewrite of the
constitution failed to provide for a year of transition into our new mode of
student body elections. Once school began, the senate faced what seemed
like a practical impossibility: forming an Elections Committee, conducting
candidate sign-ups, providing for campaign time, and holding the
elections (for one freshman senator, at least), all by the quicklyapproaching deadline of October 2nd. But in the face of this apparent
impossibility, they chose a rash and unjustified course of action. What the
present senators need to realize is that they cannot dodge the responsibility
of their office--even if that means having to live with ill-planned

]I

FORTRK_i't1
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jJ
Editorial Policy

j

The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the university of Pu get Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associaza Students, the
Unh.ersity, or its Board of Trustees. Staff Editorials (unsigned edit orials) are the opinion ofa
majority of the core .sraff. Guest opinions are prinkd at the discretion of the Editor. The Trail
reserves the right not to print letters over three hundred words, and to edit any letters printed. Alt
letters must have a signature and a phone nwnber and are due by Tuesday at
vi. Anonymous
letters will he printed only at the discretion of the Editor. Letters and other c
pundence may
by addrest d to: The Trail, tiniversity ofPuget Sound, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma WA 98416.

constitutional changes inherited from the past. The government that
originally approved those changes, and the government that must now
function under them, are one and the same, regardless of any changes in
membership. And the evil that the senators may have been trying to avoid,
namely that of holding an election that could be contested afterward on
constitutional grounds, seems to have been made even more likely.
Ironically, the senate seems to think that ignoring the constitution is better
than trying to fulfill its requirements and failing; even though the outcome
may in fact be the same.

Opinion

Liberate yourself, the world may follow
By Tedd Landgraf
Staff Writer

If you're reading this article, that's good. It tells me that you're taking some time
out from your regular, possibly busy schedule to read a paper. If you're quickly
skimming across the first few lines of this article, deciding whether or not it's worth
your time to read, pause and hear me through.
Recently, a friend mentioned to me an insightful report she had heard on the radio. A
random selection of people were asked to sit for a moment and relax. They were then
given instructions to judge when a minute had passed from a specific point without
counting. What I found quite interesting, though disturbing, was that very few
anticipated a minute correctly, consistently depreciating it. One person gave it less than
ten seconds! Whether the report was exaggerated or not, it brings forth a very
suspicious thought: either time as we know it is diminishing, or our daily schedules
demand more minutes. I tend to agree with the latter.
Most people will subscribe to the fact that there is simply not enough time for
everything. Yet some people are still trying to fit everything into their time.
Something has got to give, and chances are it'll be you; the choice is whether it will be
a conscious decision, or an unconscious breakdown. Our bodies aren't made to handle a
lot of what we give them, and that includes the all too common "stress marathons"
where we push ourselves to the limit without giving ourselves adequate outlets.
Another common type of stress involves a kind of "manic-depressant" characteristic, in
which someone is either really relaxed or really uptight. I don't know how, but I seem
to exhibit both types simultaneously.
Now, this isn't exactly an unstressful world. We have tensions in the Middle East
and the Eastern Middle; South Africa and now Northern Africa; Latin America and
North America, in Quebec. In fact, there is so much tension between and within
nations, that there is little emphasis on the stress in our own daily lives as individuals.

,
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I'm not attempting to de-emphasize present world conflicts ... well, maybe I am!
Throughout our history, nature has been a valuable guide, and maybe there is a
lesson to be taught here. From a biological point of view, are not all living things
built from the inside out? Beginning with genetic codes inscribed on genes found
DNA, enzymes create proteins which helps build what eventually becomes ... well, you!
What about nuclear chain reactions? I'm no physicist, but it all starts with the splitting
of one nucleus, and results in an awesome display of energy. One could establish an
analogy here with our society and the individual within it. Isn't it plausible that
healthier individuals mean a healthier society? These are only two examples, and many
may not buy the analogies. But look for yourself. There are a lot more.

in

'I'm not affempting to de-emphasize
present world conflicts...
well, maybe I am!'
Even if you don't quite agree with the social, political and eConomical implications
of one individual's stress level, your health and quality of life should concern you. Step

out of the fast-paced world you've made for yourself and smell the flowers. Better yet,
learn to incorporate this into everything you do. Take a walk to school or work, and
enjoy the blue sky, or grey clouds (it's possible, you know). It will make your life just
a little more pleasant, if not a lot. Most importantly, be aware that you are not a train
stuck on a track; you are free to do whatever you want. And if you're not, maybe you
should be.
And for those as naive as I, perhaps we can in fact save the world. But that must be
a secondary purpose. Our primary goal is to save ourselves.
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Need A Church Home?
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if vervone — 'Come vote for your
II-tomecomin12 II'cin and 'rueen
on Ifriday, september 24 from
g, am. — 43 p.m in either the
Itudent IlJnion FuiidinQ or
the/Library

Tuesdays at 7:30p.m.
Life Center,

1717 South Puget Sound Avenue,

756-5300

For Sundog Lus Shuttle coil 756-5300

Tim Moses
Computer Science
Vanderbilt University
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IFORMATION
Largest Libraiy of information in U.S. all subjects
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"Macintosh practically eliminates the need to
keep manuals next to my computer. because'
.
regardless of which program Fm using..
I can open, close, save, and print files in exactly
/
the same way And you catit say that about
any other computer.
I
Today lots of other computers are attempting
L
.'
to look and work like a Macintosh, but it's just not
)ssible. They're too fundamentl' different to
begin with.This may sound a little strange, hut
C()niT)arin2 a Macintosh to other comnuters
is likecomparing apples to oranges.
bu can squash the orange into
shape and paint it to look like an
apple, but underneath the
makc up it S still an orange
Itsfunn—Iworkatthe
Vanderbilt computer Store
'I
and I e seen lots of people
P
sitch from other com
puters to Macintosh, but
hene\erseenan\hod\
w ith a Macintosh
.
. 4
s itch to another
computer.
....
.
.
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Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351 -0222
in Calif. (213) 4778226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information

:.

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
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Would you Ilke to work for
youreelt?
Would you like to ,et your own
hour.?
Are you .,tt-motfvated?
Are you a bit of an entrepeneur?

.
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If you an.wered YES to all of the above,
you are luit the p. mon were looking fort
A. an Amenluun P1g,
m Campus Repreuentstive, you will be re.ponelble for
placing advertisIng on bulletin board,.
You will also have the opportunity to work
on marketing programe for such clients
as American Express, Ford, and Boston
Univerelty. Ther, are no eel.. Involved.
Many of our reps stay with us long after
graduation. For more Infonirallon, call or
write us at the followIng addreae:

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWOFJ
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See your Apple Rep in the SUB
on Oober 12 from 9am - 4pm

$

1000

IN
JUST
ONE
WEEK.

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.
Plus a chance at
5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932.0528
Ext. 50
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Wny do people love Macintosh?
Askthem.

4 1990 Apple Compote,, Inc Apple,ttme Apple logo, and Macortosh are regmste,ed trademarks at Apple Computer, Inc

